
Warracknabeal Campus
Yarriambiack Lodge
18 B Dimboola Road
Warracknabeal, VIC 3393
03 5396 1200
reception@rnh.net.au

Hopetoun Campus
Hopetoun Aged Care
12 Mitchell Place
Hopetoun, VIC 3396
03 5083 2000
hadmin@rnh.net.au

Welcome
to your new community

Where you are treated with dignity and respect while your identity and culture is valued



Rural Northwest Health acknowledges the traditional custodians of the
land, the Wotjobaluk, Jaadwa, Jadawadjali, Wergaia and Jupagulk
peoples, on which our campuses are situated. We pay our respects to
Elders, past, present and emerging and strive to provide the best possible
health outcomes for all community members.
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Welcome
Welcome to your new home, even if it is only for a respite holiday. All Rural
Northwest Health team members know that moving into aged care can be a
very difficult time for you and your loved ones. We will work with you to
ensure that it can be as stress-free as possible. We are privileged to be part of
your life and will do all we can to support you to enjoy life and be happy.

RNH Chief Executive Officer

Rural Northwest Health’s Vision for Aged Care
Rural Northwest Health’s vision for our residential aged care services is that
we provide a service to the people for whomwe are privileged to care for that:

Provides for individual needs of each resident, by focusing and respecting
their abilities, social, cultural and diverse backgrounds, values, beliefs and
preferences.
Values the knowledge and skills residents have but also provides the
opportunity to learn new things.
Is person centred by focusing on how and when each individual resident
would like to have things done.
Each resident is supported to make choices, even if that choice has risk, to
enable them to live their best life.
Encourages resident’s families and friends to be involved in activities and
use the public and private areas of the facilities for celebrations and for
private time.
Focuses on what each individual resident is capable of doing so they feel
valued.
Promotes excellent social, physical, emotional, psychological, diverse and
spiritual wellness of residents by encouraging and welcoming the
involvement of families and friends and by providing a range of activities.
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ABLE Model of Care
As part of our care planning process we use the ABLE Model of care method to
assess resident’s needs.

A - Abilities and Capabilities

B - Background
Focus on the individual and how their background can impact on their
lifestyle choices

L - Leadership and organisation

E - Environment
Physically stimulating, welcoming and ability focused

Dignity of Risk
All residents have the right to make their own decisions about their care, the
services they receive as well as their right to take risks. Dignity of risk is based
on the concept that self-determination is essential to personal dignity, and
this involves an element of risk taking. The team at RNH can help facilitate
discussion around goals, access allied health services, and meet with
residents and their family to ensure that the risk can be managed whilst
enabling the resident's informed decision

Partnering with Residents & Carers
Rural Northwest Health will work in partnership with you to understand what
is important and will listen to what you and your carers would like.

Communication
It is important that we communicate to you and your loved ones. Team
members will inform you and your nominated responsible person of what is
happening. We are available for personal meetings and we also have a
Facebook page – Rural Northwest Health and a website www.rnh.net.au. We
can communicate with you by phone or email. Please provide the best contact
details to the Nurse Unit Manager. The noticeboards around the homes
display the latest information regarding activities, important news and events.
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Welcome to Everyday Living with Rural Northwest
Health
Welcome to your new home in your new community. Our priority is to make
you feel comfortable and happy while looking after you and your health. You
are cared for as an individual and for this reason we offer a variety of group
and individual activities to cater for your enjoyment. We value each of our
resident’s rights to individuality and we work with you to find activities and
interests that you enjoy.

Your room
Your room is furnished and
decorated, however you are
encouraged to make your
room as personal and home-
like as possible by bringing
small personal items such as
your own furnishings,
pictures, photos and other
personal items.

Your Dining Experience
We understand the joy and pleasure that food brings to our lives and every
day is a dining experience at Rural Northwest Health. We have qualified cooks
preparing fresh, nutritious meals daily, including morning and afternoon tea.
Meals are served banquet style from a bain-marie so you are able to view the
choices available and select your choice and size of servings. A sneaky second
helping of your favourite choice is also welcomed. We provide home cooking
for special events for Christmas and Easter and host-themed dining
experiences throughout the year.

Some items may not be considered suitable if they present a risk to the health
and safety of other residents or team members. Please discuss your needs
with the Nurse Unit Manager.
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Protected Meal Times
For your comfort and enjoyment, meal times are protected. During lunch, 12–
1pm, and dinner, 5–6 pm, all activities stop and the dining area is sealed from
external traffic. This allows a relaxed stress-free environment and gives
residents time to socialise and enjoy their dining experience without
interruption. Catering team members serving meals and nursing team
members providing assistance to residents are the only team members
allowed in the area during these times.

Medications are not given during mealtimes. They are administered before
meals or if not completed, after the protectedmeal time has concluded.
Family members are invited to come and share a meal, to help their loved one
to enjoy their meal or just to give encouragement. Please take a seat and don’t
stand over the tables. We encourage visitors to be part of the meal so even if
you don’t want to share a meal, help yourself to a drink so residents don’t feel
as though they are eating in front of you.

It is important that meal times are enjoyable and that team members devote
their time to assisting the residents during the protected meal periods. Please
try to avoid visiting or contacting the facility during these times unless you
want to enjoy the dining experience.
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Meal Times
Meals are served in the Dining Room. Room service is only offered if your care
needs require this. Meals, Morning/Afternoon Tea and Supper in the dining
room are at approximately:
Breakfast 8am to 9am Morning Tea 10am to 10.30am
Lunch 12noon to 1pm Afternoon Tea 3pm to 3.30pm
Dinner 5pm to 6pm Supper 7.30pm to 8pm

Hot Drinks
Tea and coffee stations are situated throughout the home.
Residents and their guests can access them anytime.

Alcohol
Residents are encouraged to continue to live how they have lived their life at
home. If you are accustomed to drinking alcohol, please discuss this with your
Medical Practitioner and the Registered Nurse in Charge. We remind all
community members that alcohol should be taken in moderation and
excessive use will not be accepted under any circumstances.

Refrigerators & Food in your Room
If you have a refrigerator in your room then cleaning, maintenance and
complying with the Food Safety Regulations is the responsibility of you or
your family. All perishable food must be covered and contain a ‘Use By’ and
‘Opened’ date. Fridges must be cleaned regularly.
If you keep sweets or biscuits in your room, we request these be kept in an
airtight tin or plastic container.

Electrical Appliances
All electrical appliances must have a certified electrical safety check, before
being used at the facilities. Rural Northwest Health has staff trained in
electrical tagging who can attend to this in a timely manner. Please speak to
the Nurse Unit Manager if you have any new electrical items. All electrical
appliances will be checked annually by Rural Northwest Health.
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Televisions
Televisions are provided in lounge areas and
resident’s rooms. Earphones or headphones may
be required to prevent disturbing others.

Streaming services can be connected at each
campus. Connection and all ongoing costs is the
responsibility of the subscribing resident. All
invoices/accounts are to be forwarded to either
the resident or person responsible for financial
matters.

Telephones
A private telephone line can be made available for your personal use by
contacting Telstra Sales on 13 22 00. You will be responsible for all costs
associated with the line. Other alternative communication devices such as a
mobile phone are welcome. Please note that Telstra and Optus are the main
services providers with coverage in Warracknabeal and Hopetoun. Residents
can be contacted in an emergency situation by contacting the team in the unit
on:

Warracknabeal Hopetoun
03 5396 1200 03 5083 2000

Magazines & Newspapers
Newspapers and magazines can be delivered daily. You or your family will
need to organise your own account with the newsagency.

Warracknabeal Hopetoun
03 5398 1016 03 5083 3053
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Library
An in-house library is available to all residents. Local Library visits are
available. Our Leisure and Lifestyle Team Members can assist you with this
service.

Mail
Wewill ensure mail addressed to you as follows will reach you:

Warracknabeal
[Resident Name]
Rural Northwest Health
Yarriambiack Lodge
PO BOX 386
Warracknabeal Vic 3393

Hopetoun
[Resident Name]
Rural Northwest Health
Hopetoun Campus
12 Mitchell Place
Hopetoun Vic 3396

Our reception team can post your stampedmail for you.

Volunteers
Rural Northwest Health appreciates the support provided by families and
friends who volunteer their time. If you or a family member would like to learn
more about Rural Northwest Health’s volunteer program, please speak to our
lifestyle teammembers.
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Clothing
It is required that all clothing be legibly named preferably prior to admission
to avoid clothing being misplaced. Rural Northwest Health provides a free
labelling service for all our permanent residents. Please discuss how we can
manage your clothing safely when you are first admitted with the Nurse Unit
Manager.

All care is taken during the laundering process, however no responsibility can
be taken for loss of clothing which has not been clearly named. All clothing
(especially outer garments) should be able to be laundered in commercial
washing machines. To avoid shrinkage, we recommend the purchase of
garments made from synthetic material e.g. polyester and cotton, or acrylic –
in preference to wool.

Hairdressing
Weekly hairdressing services
are provided for all residents.

Appointments can bemade
with the Hairdresser.

Charges apply

Toiletries
Toiletries are provided for residents however if you wish to purchase a special
brand for your personal use then we encourage you to do so.
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Leisure & Lifestyle Activities
The lifestyle team assists you to enjoy social and leisure activities. Our variety
of programs include both home-based and community-based activities.
Family involvement and inclusion is always encouraged. Our activities are
designed to stimulate your physical senses to help you achieve maximum
independence in a safe environment, while developing friendships and
including social activities and enjoyment.

Spending nights away from the facility
Residents can spend up to 52 nights a year away from the aged care home
without affecting any government financial assistance, (regular fees still
apply). If the resident spends more than 52 nights away from the home, the
government will cease to pay any subsidies for the extra time and the home
may ask the resident to supplement this loss of income.

Motorised Wheelchairs/Scooters
An assessment by a qualified Occupational Therapist must be carried out for
users of motorised wheelchairs/scooters. A resident’s skill might improve or
deteriorate subsequent to an initial assessment, so ongoing assessments may
be required. Motorised wheelchairs cannot be used inside if they are
considered a danger to teammembers or others.
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Valuables
It is advisable that residents avoid bringing large sums of money into the Aged
Care Residence. If this cannot be avoided, please ask the Registered Nurse in
charge to secure your money until you can make suitable arrangements. Any
such funds will be acknowledged in writing and will be counter-signed by you
or your relatives upon lodgement with us.

Rural Northwest Health has the ability to support residents to access funds
regularly for a range of incidental purchases. Small amounts of money can be
held in a locked and secure place at Reception in Warracknabeal and
Hopetoun. The money is accessible Monday to Friday during business hours
and entries signed as money is deposited and withdrawn. Residents and/or
responsible person can check the balance and the ledger at any time.

It is recommended that residents do not keep valuable items such as jewellery
at the Aged Care Residence, unless they are able to be fully responsible for
looking after the valuables at all times. Residents have access to a lockable
cupboard or drawer in all rooms, please see Nurse Unit Manager to organise a
key. We suggest advice be sought regarding suitable insurance for your items.

Whilst all care is taken regarding the safety and security of personal items, no
responsibility will be accepted by Rural Northwest Health for any resident’s
monies or valuables unless those monies or valuables are handed to us for
retention in our safe and written acknowledgements are signed by both Rural
Northwest Health and (by or on behalf of) the resident.

Advance Care Directives and End of Life Wishes
As part of the admission process into our residential aged care facility we will
ask questions and provide information on completing an Advanced Care
Directive and End of Life Document. These documents are important to
ensure that the care we provide in the event of a sudden deterioration in your
health is what you wish to occur.
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Accommodation
At Yarriambiack Lodge we provide either single rooms or shared rooms with
ensuite accommodation over one level. Our Hopetoun Campus provides
single rooms with ensuite accommodation over one level. Every effort is made
to ensure that our residents receive the most appropriate room. With
consultation, consideration is given to social, medical and individual concerns
of our residents.
At Yarriambiack Lodge, Wattle Crescent (Memory Support Unit) provides
accommodation for people living with dementia in a secure and purpose-built
environment. Admission to Memory Support Unit is dependent on meeting
certain care requirements.
If it becomes necessary to relocate a resident to another room in order to
meet nursing or resident priorities, discussion with residents and/or their
representatives will be undertaken prior to the move.
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Security of Tenure
As a resident, your rights to retain accommodation as long as desired is
assured if we can provide the appropriate level of care that is required. It is
anticipated that your stay with us will be happy as we endeavour at all times
to maintain the harmonious atmosphere in our Aged Care Residences.

If at any time your behaviour is unacceptable to management or other
residents, you will be made aware of the issue and given every opportunity to
rectify the situation. If a logical solution cannot be found and following
discussion with you, your relatives, Medical Practitioner and the Nurse Unit
Manager, it may be necessary to request that you obtain alternative
accommodation. If this situation does occur, you will be given a full
explanation of the problem and assisted in every way possible to find
alternative accommodation. You will not be discharged from the Aged Care
Residence until suitable alternative accommodation is available.

Management does not envisage that issues of this nature will occur, however,
youmust be aware of the procedure that will be followed.

Visiting Hours
We have open visiting hours but visiting is restricted at mealtimes. If visits are
intended before 9am or after 8pm team members need to be advised prior to
visiting so that we can coordinate any care needs. The Campus has an
automatic lock-down system in place. Please ring the doorbell if the campus is
locked.
Due to flexibility of visiting hours, on some occasions visitors may be asked to
wait while a care need is being completed. If a resident is required to be ready
to receive visitors by a certain time, please speak to the Registered Nurse in
Charge and where possible we will ensure the resident is ready.

Please note that ALL visitors to aged care facilities MUST adhere to current
visitation requirements.
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Keeping in touch with family and friends
Maintaining a community connection is vital to the wellbeing of everyone. We
actively encourage the involvement of family, friends and the broader
community in our residences. Ongoing support and the involvement of family
and friends goes a long way to supporting the social and emotional needs of
residents.
It’s important for residents to maintain their personal friendships as well as
facilitate new ones. Family and friends are always welcome and have
unrestricted visiting hours. They’re also encouraged to participate in planning
and care through our various committees and family conferences.

Moving from home into an aged care service might change a few things but it
doesn’t have to mean the end to intimate experiences with your spouse or
partner. Intimacy is a key factor in maintaining a person’s wellbeing and that
can range from continuing to feel the human touch, holding hands, kissing
and cuddling, to sexual relations. Our model of person-centred care means
that every person is treated as an individual and every request is treated on a
case-by-case basis to support that person. Whether it is through a sexual
relationship, massage therapy or even holding someone’s hand and having a
conversation, physical touchmakes everyone feel better in a very human way.
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Your Health
Registered and Enrolled Nurses coordinate the clinical care provided to you.
They also help our qualified care team members to provide the care that is
centred on you. If you have any concerns about your care, please speak to the
Registered Nurse in charge or make an appointment to speak to the Nurse
Unit Manager.

Physiotherapy, Dietician, Occupational and Speech
Pathology Services
Therapy services are available to you
as part of our aged care service. You or
your family can arrange additional
therapy which may be invoiced to you.
Your Resident Agreement will outline
your responsibilities in relation to this.
All of our resident exercise programs
are designed by a qualified
physiotherapist to meet the individual
needs of each resident.

Podiatrist/ Foot Care Nurse
A Podiatrist or Foot Care nurse visits
our campuses weekly. The service is
provided for all residents by Rural
Northwest Health.

Sensory Aids
Glasses prescriptions need to be reviewed annually and glasses labelled.
Dentures should fit well and be clearly identifiable. Hearing aids should be
accompanied by user instructions andmarked with your name.
There is also a range of equipment such as headphones and apps available to
assist residents.
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Medical Specialists (Dental, Optometry, Hearing)
Private medical specialists may be consulted with a referral from your Medical
Practitioner who visits you in your residence. Where any of these services
cannot be provided within the campus, relatives are requested to accompany
you to all outside appointments. Please contact the Nurse Unit Manager or the
Registered Nurse if there are any difficulties in making such arrangements. If
relatives or friends cannot accompany you to an appointment, a carer can be
organised. The cost for this service is added to your monthly account.
Telehealth consultations are often an ideal streamlined alternative. It is a
good idea to discuss this option with the Nurse Unit Manager.

Pharmacy
All medications are purchased through our local Pharmacy Service. The
resident makes payment directly to the pharmacy for medications and Rural
Northwest Health pays for the Webster packaging.

Warracknabeal Pharmacy Hopetoun Pharmacy
03 5394 1300 03 5083 3002

Complementary Therapies, Medication
(including Creams & Lotions)
For your safety it is essential you inform one of the nursing team of any
medications you may be taking other than those ordered by your Doctor.
These may have been purchased over the counter at a Chemist or
Supermarket or provided to you by a visitor. Many medications, lotions and
creams can have adverse effects when taken with your prescribed regular
medications therefore it is essential that your doctor is aware of all therapies
that you are using.

Medication Storage
Residents can be assessed as being competent to self-medicate. Residents will
need to ensure medications are stored safely, securely and correctly at all
times. Please refer to the Unit Manager or Registered Nurse, for further
information.
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Outbreak Management
Outbreaks of gastroenteritis and viral outbreaks
such as influenza and Covid can occur at any
time. As theses infections can be spread easily
between residents, we automatically commence
implementing a planned response to minimise
the spread.
When a campus has an outbreak it is in daily
contact with the Department of Heath and local
Council to ensure the best care and service is
provided. Rural Northwest Health keeps them
and you informed of how the infection is being
contained and/or spreading. To restrict spread
of the disease, one of the measures required is to
isolate residents to their rooms and to restrict
access of visitors to the campus.
We request that if visitors are unwell, they don’t
visit the aged care facilities until they are well.

Antimicrobial Stewardship
Rural Northwest Health follows a antimicrobial stewardship process .
Antimicrobial stewardship is a collective set of strategies to improve the
appropriateness and minimise the adverse effects of antibiotic use including
resistance, toxicity and costs. Stewardship is achieved by promoting the
selection of the optimal antibiotic regimen, dose, duration and route of
administration.
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Responsible Person /Nominated First Contact
So we can better assist you, please ensure we have up to date details of your
responsible person or contact person. Sometimes people move, go away for
the weekend or go on holidays. Please let us know if the contact details for
your responsible person changes and please ensure their email address is
included.

Miscellaneous

An advocate is someone who can help you speak up so that your needs are
heard, your rights are understood and your problems are resolved.
More information can be obtained from the Older Persons Advocacy Network
(OPAN) 1800 700 600

What is an Advocate

Protecting Your Privacy
In order for us to provide you with the best possible service and care it is
important for us to know specific personal details and health information
about you.

In keeping with the Australian Privacy Principles under the Commonwealth
Privacy Act 1988, we recognise the importance of protecting the privacy of
your personal details and information that we collect, hold and administer in
the process of providing services. We are committed to ensuring that all
information we hold is treated with sensitivity and confidentiality.

If you believe that we have breached our policy in regards to your personal
information please raise your concern with the Executive Manager Clinical
Services.

Mandatory Reporting
Current legislation requires Rural Northwest team members to report any
incidence of Elder Abuse. This includes abuse by staff, visitors or relatives. All
Rural Northwest Health teammembers receive training in these areas. Should
you require clarification of this legislation please consult with the Nurse Unit
Manager.
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Legal Documents (Witnessing)
It is appreciated that at times, legal documents need to be completed. Our
team members have been instructed that they are not permitted to
participate in this process. We regret any inconvenience this may cause and
would be grateful if alternative arrangements can bemade.

Interpreter Service
Free Interpreter services are available upon request. It is the policy of our
Aged Care Residences to recognise and respect the cultural diversity of our
individual residents.
Call 1300 010 877 or email interpretor.bookings@deafservices.org.au to make
a booking.

Religious Services
All Clergy are welcome at our Aged Care Residences. Visits can be arranged
from most religious denominations. Once settled into your new home, if you
wish to attend Church Services, please discuss your requirements with a
member of the Leisure and Lifestyle team.

Fire Safety Procedures
Yarriambiack Lodge and Hopetoun have clear procedures to follow in the
event of a fire/and or emergency evacuation. For your own safety, you are
required to follow any instructions given to you by teammembers.

Smoking
In the interest of good health and safety, our Aged Care Residences are
deemed as a smoke-free environment for residents, visitors and team
members. Smoking is only permitted in designated areas outside the Aged
Care Residences.

Voting
Amobile voting service is arranged to visit the Aged Care Residence at election
time. You may wish to use this service or attend one of the local polling booths
in the area. Alternatively your relatives can arrange a postal vote for you.
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This is your home and we want you to
feel comfortable.
We encourage you and your loved
ones to advise us of your satisfaction
or dissatisfaction with the care and
services provided and we welcome
complaints, concerns, compliments
and suggestions.
We want you to feel that you can
bring anything to our attention, no
matter how large or small it is.

Feedback - Wewant to hear from you

Youmay like the way a particular
service is provided – something we do well. Alternatively, you may be
unhappy with a particular aspect of your care and service and may wish to
make a complaint, raise a concern or make a suggestion for improvement.
Complaints, concerns, compliments and suggestions offer us the opportunity
to learn more about you or your loved ones’ needs and to improve the quality
of care and services we provide. This feedback can be given in conversations
but we encourage that you use the Compliments, Comments and Complaints
form. Team members are available to assist you to fill out the form. We also
distribute a Residents and Relatives Survey to obtain your comments and
feedback.
There may be some things you or loved one are not prepared to discuss with
us, or perhaps the resolution reached was not to your satisfaction. If you
would like to pursue the matter further, you or your loved one may ask to
speak to the Nurse Unit Manager, Director of Nursing, the Chief Executive
Officer or an external complaint agency:
Aged Care Quality and Safety Commission
Ph: 1800 951 822
www.agedcarequality.gov.au/making-complaint
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Useful Numbers & Internet Links
RNH Aged Care Support Officer
(Including accounts and fees)
Nurse Unit Manager - Yarriambiack Lodge
Director of Nursing - Hopetoun

Aged Care Quality &
Safety Commission

Older Persons Advocacy
Network (OPAN)
My Aged care Information

Guardianship

03 5396 1246
sharon.powell@rnh.net.au
03 5396 1274
03 5083 2034

1800 951 822
www.agedcarequality.gov.au

1800 700 600
www.opan.com.au
1800 200 422
www.myagedcare.gov.au
www.vcat.vic.gov.au

Notes
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